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division of the musculomembraneous septum between the
pouch behind and the oesophagus in front.13 These con-
siderations heavily favour primary excision as the treatment
of choice, but whether excision should be combined with
cricopharyngeal myotomy to deal with the underlying disorder
is less certain. After excision alone the pouch recurs in 15%
of patients,'4 and recurrence is more likely in those with
associated gastro-oesophageal reflux and hiatus hernia.'5
Whether myotomy is justifiable in these patients and whether
it would reduce the recurrence rate remain matters for
conjecture.
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When wild ideas make sense
"Doctors have tended to work in the past as if the NHS had
access to a bottomless pit of resources." The paediatric
consultant's indictment of the profession in the final interview
of our series on NHS cuts (p 1570) is too true for comfort.
Because doctors are responsible for spending much of the
money available to the Health Service they must examine their
own decisions critically, or others may do it for them. This
was why the series' ten participants were deliberately cornered
by the peremptory title: "If I was forced to cut." As the
opening contestant, a community physician, frankly admitted
of his own ideas, the plans for saving money varied from
"the eminently practical to the rather wild." But today's wild
ideas may be tomorrow's rational solutions and so should be
studied as carefully as the more obvious economies suggested
in the series-ranging from more efficient use of doctors'
skills, simplifying administration, improving financial informa-
tion, more careful prescribing habits, and reducing non-
clinical jobs to having a best-buy guide for equipment and
stopping overinvestigation.

Set against the scale of the present NHS financial squeeze
many of the measures put forward in the series may seem
trivial. Large overall savings can be made, however, by
aggregating many small local economies. One area ripe for
substantial economies is the servicing side of the NHS.
Complaints about dirt and poor catering abound. One solution
to these deficiencies is to farm out some non-medical services
to private contractors. The NHS should not be regarded as a
safety valve for Britain's unemployment problems. If certain
jobs can be done more effectively and more cheaply by out-

side contractors, thus leaving more money for treating patients
(an ideal supposedly supported by all NHS staff), then the
proposal deserves serious consideration.
Whereas contracting out some services might provoke the

wrath of some Health Service unions, the suggestion from
the geriatrician for means testing long-stay patients would
certainly cause wild words at Westminster. Yet his argument
for doing so is persuasive and anyone disposed to dismiss it as a
reincarnation of the Poor Law should think carefully about his
words: ". . . Long-stay care in hospital is the most expensive
form of treatment offered by the NHS. Although only 5-10%
of patients referred ... ever require long-stay care, when they
do it probably costs more for each patient than a heart trans-
plant. If a person qualifies for care in a local authority
residential home he will be financially assessed and will pay
according to his means. A patient cared for long term in a
geriatric hospital [except for a proportion of his pension]
pays nothing, even if he is a millionaire." With the proportion
of people over 75 still rising in Britain can we afford to ignore
such a rational idea for a major economy?
Community health councils are still regarded with suspicion

or opposed outright by many doctors. So the psychiatrist's
idea that the councils should act as local financial watchdogs
could well be classed as wild. Yet MPs have been struggling
for years, with some recent success, to set up Parliamentary
watchdogs on Whitehall's activities. Could not some parallel
local system usefully discover the facts and figures on running
the NHS ? Nevertheless, we must enter two caveats on this
possible innovation: firstly, the quality of CHC membership
would need to be improved and, secondly, NHS budgeting
methods should be more clearly explained.
The present hospital budgeting system was consistently

attacked as frustrating and inefficient and one solution several
doctors backed was introducing budgets for clinical teams.
The idea that doctors would actually manage the budget
might seem wild to some treasurers (but not to the community
physician, who was confident that, provided any clinical team
that managed its resources well benefited, the result would
be good value for money). But, as the psychiatrist emphasised,
any budgetary control by doctors must be effective so that
they could really influence decisions in the NHS. A recent
leading article in an administrators' journal' should encourage
doctors to explore this unfamiliar territory. It declared:
"Clinical autonomy is all too often taken to mean that doctors
have a right to do what they want, paying scant attention to the
cost implications of a new drug or the manpower implication
of a new form of treatment.... Doctors must do their bit in
deciding priorities and planning a service which makes the
best use of available resources." Clearly many doctors would
recoil from the potential conflict between their professional
obligation to the patient-their clinical freedom to decide the
best treatment-and the inability of their team budget to meet
those obligations. The conffict was well illustrated by the
paediatrician, who admitted: "At the moment I am almost
schizoid in my thinking over finance. Although I recognise
that money is tight and there is not enough to go around, when
I am trying to get staff and equipment for my unit I fight tooth
and nail and do not hesitate to make emotional references to
babies dying because of inadequate equipment." This dilemma
has to be resolved. Surely a team of doctors close to the patient
would usually be better placed to decide such budgetary
priorities than a remote committee.
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